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Enhanced Marine Cargo Solutions
For Today’s Evolving Transportation Environment
Today’s Marine Cargo clients face an increasingly uncertain transportation environment. Whether it is shipping
companies going bankrupt creating uncertainty for in-transit cargo, increasing severe weather events interrupting
supply chains or cyber-attacks affecting companies worldwide, your clients require a policy that meets their changing
political, environmental, social and economic needs.
CNA is proud to offer one of the broadest and most comprehensive Marine Cargo policies. And now, we have
upgraded and enhanced our policy form to reflect the evolving needs of your clients.

More peace of mind with enhanced features
The new and enhanced features include:

• 2017 Institute Clauses for Frozen Meat and Frozen Food (the
first revision since 1986).

• Cyber coverage up to $50,000 per event.

• Addition of Crimea and Russia to the list of excluded
territories*.

• Landing, warehousing, forwarding charges, if incurred as
a result of insolvency or financial default of the owners,
charterers, manager or operators of the vessel.
• Frustration of voyage as a result of a catastrophic weather event
leading to extra costs for diversion, storage and re-shipment of
cargo.

Available coverages from a carrier you can trust
• Marine Open Cargo policy with flexible declaration and
premium payment terms.
• International transit and storage coverage, including transit by
air, road, rail and sea.

• Repairs to second hand machinery that can be carried out
with new parts (up to the insured value of the item) without
depreciation.

• Stock Throughput cover for goods while in storage, as well as
in transit. This covers all moveable goods that are the subject of
the client’s trade at own and third-party premises.

• Ability to claim for an entire pair or set in the event of physical
loss or damage to any one item of the pair or set.

• Project risks, including Delay in Start Up.

• Available cover for damage to shipping containers.

• Facultative policies covering one-off risk.

* Following recent changes to sanctions, Crimea and Russia are now included on
the list of excluded countries. Should you have shipments to these countries, please
contact your underwriter. If you have regular customers or suppliers in Crimea or
Russia, please discuss pre-clearance of these customers or suppliers with your
underwriter.
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Greater convenience
Our enhanced Marine Cargo policy not only provides
policyholders with broader coverage, it also offers key benefits to
brokers. Benefits of the new and enhanced policy:
Speed and efficiency directly to your inbox. The policy is sent
directly to you via email.
Seamless product packaging. Beginning in 2019, Marine Cargo
may be seamlessly bundled with other CNA products.
Easy certificate and declaration management. Manage online
certificate and declarations via CNACargo.com.

CNA’s reputation for offering more than just a policy is well
earned. Our risk control professionals provide your clients with
the tools and resources they need to understand their exposures
and address potential losses. Should your clients ever have a
need to file a claim, CNA provides consistent, personalized and
seamless customer service from claim reporting to resolution.
It begins with direct access dedicated local Marine Claim
professionals. Claims are evaluated by our knowledgeable Claims
professionals who are trained as multiline Ocean Marine claim
adjusters, and our dedicated subrogation department.

Entrust your clients with an insurer with more than 130 years
of marine experience
As one of the largest ocean marine insurers in the country, CNA
understands the unique and critical risks companies face when
transporting goods. CNA’s core Marine offering areas include
Hull and Machinery, Protection and Indemnity, and other Marine,
Transportation and Logistics Liability coverages. Our vast
experience and expertise enables us to provide personalized
Marine Cargo solutions based on each policyholder’s individual
exposure and personal needs.

For more information, please contact your local CNA underwriter or visit our website at
cnacanada.ca.
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